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Measures of charge fluctuations in nuclear collisions
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~Received 27 November 2001; published 29 August 2002!

The properties of two measures of charge fluctuationsD̃ andDFq are discussed within several toy models
of nuclear collisions. In particular their dependence on mean particle multiplicity, multiplicity fluctuations, and
net electric charge are studied. It is shown that the measureDFq is less sensitive to these trivial biasing effects

than the originally proposed measureD̃. Furthermore the influence of resonance decay kinematics is analyzed
and it is shown that it is likely to shadow a possible reduction of fluctuations due to QGP creation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently Jeon and Koch@1# and Asakawa, Heinz, an
Mueller @2# argued that the study of event-by-event fluctu
tions of electric charge in high energy nucleus-nucleus co
sions may provide information on the state of matter in
early stage of the collision. The authors calculated the m
nitude of the charge fluctuations in the quark-gluon plas
~QGP! and in a hadron gas. These calculations show that
fluctuations in the QGP should be significantly smaller th
in a hadron gas. Thus they can be used as a signal for
creation of the deconfined phase providing that the ini
fluctuations survive hadronization and their relaxation time
significantly longer than the time of the hadronic stage of
collisions @1–3#.

The charge fluctuations should also be sensitive to o
effects like the number of resonances at chemical freeze
@4,5# and fluctuations occurring in the initial stage@6#. Con-
sequently their analysis is interesting also beyond the Q
hypothesis.

First experimental results on charge fluctuations in cen
collisions of heavy nucleus at SPS@7# and RHIC @8,9# are
already available and do not show the expected large re
tion of fluctuations due to QGP creation. These results
surprising, because recently the NA49 Collaboration p
sented results@7# which suggest@10# that the onset of decon
finement at the early stage of Pb1Pb collision takes place a
about 40A GeV.

The analysis of charge fluctuations is relatively easy
perform experimentally due to the typically good resoluti
of the measurement of electric charge in tracking detec
positioned in a magnetic field.

The magnitude of the measured charge fluctuations
however, also dependent on trivial, uninteresting effe
which may shadow the studied physics. The two most
portant of these effects are the fluctuations in the event m
tiplicity, introduced mostly by the variation of the impa
parameter and changes in the mean multiplicity due
changes of the colliding system~e.g., p1p, Pb1Pb!,
changes of collision energy and due to changes of the siz
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the acceptance in which fluctuations are studied. In orde
minimize the sensitivity to these effects two measures
fluctuations were proposed:D̃ @11# andF @12,13#. The aim
of this paper is to study the properties of these measu
using simple toy models of particle production in nucle
collisions.

In Sec. II the fluctuation measures will be introduce
Their properties will be tested in Sec. III. Summary and co
clusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. MEASURES OF CHARGE FLUCTUATIONS
D̃ AND DFq

The measureD̃ is defined as follows@1,11#:

D̃5
^dR2&•^Nch&

Cy•Cm
, ~1!

where

R5
Npos

Nneg
, ~2!

dR5R2^R&, ~3!

Nch5Npos1Nneg, ~4!

Cy512
^Nch&

^Nch& tot
, Cm5

^Npos&
2

^Nneg&
2

. ~5!

Npos and Nneg are measured multiplicities of positively an
negatively charged particles within the analyzed accepta
The symbol̂ •••& represents averaging over events.^Nch& is
the mean number of charged particles within the accepta
and ^Nch& tot denotes the mean total event multiplicity o
charged particles in full phase space. The factorsCy andCm
were introduced to remove the influence of global cha
conservation (Cy) and effect of nonzero net charge (Cm).
Under the assumption of Poissonian distribution ofNpos and
Nneg ~providing the number of accepted particles is mu
smaller than the total number of particles⇒Cy'1) and as-
suming zero net charge (Q5Npos,tot2Nneg,tot50⇒Cm

51) one obtainsD̃54 @1,11#. Many hadrons measured i
the final state originate from the decay of resonances. Th
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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fore those are correlated in kinematic quantities like rapid
Consequently if we consider an acceptance window in a
nematic variable which is large compared to the mean se
ration of the decay products in this variable the probabi
that all decay products will fall into it is high and therefo
the charge fluctuations should be reduced significa
@1,4,11#. In the QGP phase the unit of charge is1

3 instead of
1 as in the hadron phase. Smaller charge units cause sm
charge fluctuations. Assuming that the QGP fluctuations
frozen one expectsD̃'1 @1,11#.

A well established measure of event-by-event fluctuati
is the variableF @12# which is defined in the following way

F5A^Z2&

^N&
2Az2, ~6!

where

z5x2 x̄, Z5(
i 51

N

~xi2 x̄!. ~7!

x is a single particle variable,N is the event multiplicity
within acceptance and overline denotes averaging ove
single particle inclusive distribution. By construction, for
system which is an independent sum of identical part
sources the value ofF is equal to the value ofF for a single
particle source independent of the number of superimpo
particle sources and its distribution@12#. In the original pro-
posal@12# F was introduced as a measure of fluctuations
a kinematic variable such as transverse momentum. Fur
more it was proposed@13# to useF as a measure of fluctua
tions of discrete quantities. Following this suggestion in t
publication x in the Eqs.~6! and ~7! is identified with the
particle chargeq. The measure defined in this way is calle
Fq . Some properties of theF measure for discrete quant
ties were derived in Ref.@14#. For a scenario in which par
ticles are correlated only by global charge conservat
~GCC! and providingQ50 we calculated the value ofFq :

Fq,GCC5A12P21, ~8!

where

P5
^Nch&

^Nch& tot
. ~9!
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Thus the value ofFq,GCC depends only on the fraction o
accepted particles. In order to remove the influence of G
we suggest therefore to use the difference

DFq5Fq2Fq,GCC. ~10!

Consequently the value ofDFq is zero if the particles are
correlated only by global charge conservation. It is negat
in case of an additional correlation between positively a
negatively charged particles and positive if there are antic
relations. One possible source of additional correlatio
could be the creation of a QGP. The first part in the definit
of F takes into account all, statistical and dynamical fluctu
tions. The second part quantifies only the statistical on
Therefore the value ofF calculated for different systems i
independent of their degrees of freedom~quarks and gluons
or hadrons! of the considered system if its fluctuations a
only statistical. However, experimentally we measure
fluctuations of particles only after hadronization. A hadro
zation which conserves charge and entropy produces co
lations. Consequently the measured value ofFq and DFq
should be smaller, if a QGP was created in the early stag
the collision.

III. TOY MODELS OF NUCLEAR COLLISIONS

In this section properties of the fluctuation measuresD̃
and DFq are discussed. First we will assume that the o
source of correlations is the global charge conservation
this case~models A–D! the results depend only on the fra
tion of accepted particles. Thus if they are plotted as a fu
tion of ^Nch&, as in this paper, the values ofD̃ andDFq are
independent of the particles distribution in momenum spa
Under this assumption we will study the behavior of t
measures at small^Nch& and their response to nonzero n
charge and fluctuations of event multiplicity. Furthermore
also calculate their values in two toy models, a ‘‘r ’’-gas
model and a QGP model in which additional correlations
present. In the study we use a simple Monte Carlo~MC!
procedure, which simulates the particle distribution in m
mentum space. The values ofD̃ andDFq are calculated for
particles falling into rapidity windows centred around midr
pidity. In the MC simulations we used values of total mul
plicity ( ^Nch& tot) and net charge~Q! which are typical for
central Pb1 Pb collisions at 40A GeV as measured by th
NA49 Collaboration@7#. This energy is, as already men
FIG. 1. The dependence ofD̃ and DFq on
^Nch& obtained in model A.
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FIG. 2. The dependence ofD̃ and DFq on
^Nch& ands(Nch,tot) obtained in model B.
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tioned in the Introduction, of special interest because indi
exist for the onset of QGP creation at this energy. In
figures the measures are plotted as a function of^Nch&, which
is a positive monotonic function of the size of the rapid
window. The ranges of the measuresD̃ andDFq plotted on
the vertical scales are chosen in order to make both meas
similar sensitive to resonance decay kinematics and Q
creation. Statistical errors of the MC simulations are plot
but in most of the cases they are smaller than the sym
size.

A. Model A

In the first model we analyze the dependence of the m
suresD̃ andDFq on ^Nch&. It is assumed that the total mu
tiplicity is fixed Nch,tot5850, and the net charge in each eve
is zero (Q50). The dependence ofD̃ andDFq on ^Nch& is
shown in Fig. 1. As expected the value ofDFq is zero and
the value ofD̃ is close to 4 for largê Nch&. However for

^Nch& smaller than 200 a significant deviation ofD̃ from 4 is
observed. It is because the assumptions used to derive
valueD̃54 @1,11# are not fulfilled in the limit^Nch&→0.

B. Model B

Both measures are constructed in order to be indepen
of the fluctuations ofNch, tot. To test it we varied the tota
number of charged particles from event to event accordin
a Gaussian distribution with a mean value 850 and a dis
sion of 60 and 120. As in the model A, the global net cha
was assumed to be zero. The results of this simulation
shown in Fig. 2. The behavior ofD̃ and DFq is similar to
this obtained in model A. Thus the influence of multiplici
fluctuations is small, especially onDFq .
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C. Model C

After we have observed that the measures are insens
to fluctuations ofNch,tot we turn to check the influence o
nonzero net charge. We assumeNch,tot5850 andQ560. Fig-

ure 3 shows the results. The measureD̃ is explicitly cor-
rected for nonzero net charge by the factorCm , but still
shows a significant dependence on it. Much weaker dep
dence on the net charge is observed forDFq . For an accep-
tance larger than 50% its value is somewhat higher than
calculated one assumingQ50.

D. Model D

In nuclear collisions the number of charged particles flu
tuates and the net charge is approximately proportiona
Nch,tot. To see how the measures behave under these ass
tions we used a model in whichNch,tot was generated from a
Gaussian distribution@^Nch,tot&5850, s(Nch,tot)580] and
Npos,tot5

7
12•Nch, tot, Nneg,tot5

5
12 Nch, tot. The results of this

simulation are presented in Fig. 4. The value ofD̃ is signifi-
cantly higher than 4 in the full range of^Nch&. DFq is much
less dependent on the studied effects. It deviates slig
from 0 for ^Nch&.0.5•^Nch,tot&.

E. QGP model

Following Ref.@1# we construct a simple toy model of th
QGP. Under the assumption of zero baryochemical poten
and providing zero quark mass we calculate the ratio of
down, antiup, and antidown quarks and gluons in equi
rium. Assuming entropy and net charge conservation in e
rapidity window during the evolution from the QGP to th
final hadron state the number of pions~N! and their net
charge is calculated. The number of charged pions is take
FIG. 3. The dependence ofD̃ and DFq on
^Nch& and net chargeQ obtained in model C.
5-3
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FIG. 4. The dependence ofD̃ and DFq on
^Nch&, for fluctuating Nch,tot and for net
charge which is proportional toNch,tot obtained in
model D.
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3 •N based on isospin symmetry. Using this mod

we obtain the results shown in Fig. 5. Our simulation co
firms results published in Ref.@1#, the D̃ value in our QGP
toy model is close to 1. The new result is the calculation
DFq in this model. Its value is mostly significantly smalle
than zero. It increases from20.5 for small̂ Nch& to 20.1 for
the largest multiplicity. In case all particles are used, ther
no net charge fluctuations due to charge conservation
therefore the value ofDFq should be 0. We note that th
previously discussed trivial effects were increasingD̃ and
DFq to values above 4 and 0, respectively. Thus they
not mimic suppression of fluctuations observed in the Q
toy model. This model also shows that the predicted@1,2#
large suppression of fluctuations due to QGP creation
much stronger than the influence of trivial effects. Thus
the case of large effect due to QGP creation, both meas
can be used.

F. ‘‘ r-gas model’’

In this model we study the influence of the resonan
decay kinematics onD̃ andDFq . We use a MC simulation
which generates 400 neutral resonances~‘‘ r ’’ ! in each event.
The mass of ‘‘r’’ is fixed to 770 MeV/c2. The ‘‘r’’ rapidity
distribution is Gaussian withs(y)50.8, 1, 2, or 3 and the
transverse mass distribution is ‘‘thermal’’:d2n/dmTdy
5CmTe2mT /T with T5170 MeV. All ‘‘ r’s’’ decay into two
charged pions which are then used to calculate values oD̃
andDFq . In Fig. 6 we show the results of a simulation f
s(y)51.0. For low ^Nch& the values ofD̃ and DFq are
higher then 4 and 0, respectively. With increasing^Nch& these
values decrease. Resonance decay kinematics influe
charge fluctuations in two different ways. It dilutes the effe
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of global charge conservation if only one of the decay pro
ucts falls into the acceptance. This will increase the value

D̃ andDFq . If both decay products fall into the acceptan

^Nch& increases but the net charge does not change.D̃ and
DFq measure charge fluctuations normalized by the num
of charged particles. Therefore their values will drop in th
case. Which effect dominates depends on the size of ac
tance window (Dy, upper scale on the plots!, mass of the
decaying resonances and their rapidity distribution. The s
sitivity on the last one is shown in Fig. 7.

At SPS energiess(y) of the r distribution is expected to
be close to 1@15#. One sees that in this case the deviatio

from 4 and 0 forD̃ and DFq , respectively, are relatively
small and in the case ofD̃ they can easily be shadowed b
the influence of previous studied trivial effects. Therefore,
be nevertheless sensitive to the resonance decays, it
advantage to useDFq . In Figs. 6 and 7~upper plots! we see
that small changes ofs(y) around 1 have strong influenc
on the values ofD̃ and DFq . For s(y)51 we observe a
transition from fluctuation enhancement to suppression w
an increasing rapidity window. Fors(y)50.8 the values of
D̃ andDFq are above or equal to their values expected
independent particle production with global charge conser
tion for all Dy. We would like to stress here that in ou
model the ‘‘r’s’’ are neutral and therefore there are no char
fluctuations before the ‘‘r’s’’ decay. In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
~upper plots! we see that fors(y) values expected at CERN
SPS the resonance decay kinematics increases the initial
charge fluctuations to values which are close to 4 or 0,
spectively. The fluctuations are significantly lower for larg
values of s(y), e.g., s(y)52 and 3, as are expected
RHIC and LHC energies. In the case of QGP creation
measured fluctuations will be composed of the initial QG
FIG. 5. The dependence ofD̃ and DFq on
^Nch& obtained in a QGP toy model.
5-4
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FIG. 6. Dependence of ofD̃ and DFq on
^Nch& obtained in the ‘‘r’’-gas model for s(y)
51.0.
s
rg

m
th

ve
s, in
net
fluctuations and fluctuations produced by the decay of re
nances. The latter ones are, as our model shows, still la
than the predicted QGP fluctuations even fors(y)52 and 3.
Therefore we conclude that resonance decay kinematics
significantly shadow charge fluctuations developed at
early stage of the collision.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The properties of two measures of charge fluctuationsD̃
and DFq were studied within several models. We ha
shown the dependence of both measures on trivial effect
particular, on number of particles used per event, on the
FIG. 7. Dependence ofD̃ andDFq on ^Nch&
obtained in the ‘‘r’’-gas model fors(y)50.8, 2,
and 3. Note that horizontal upper scale (Dy)
changes withs(y).
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JACEK ZARANEK PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 024905 ~2002!
electric charge and on fluctuations in the total event mu
plicity. Furthermore their response to resonances decay k
matics and to the reduction of fluctuations due to QGP c
ation were analyzed, too. In the case where the o
correlation is due to global charge conservation the value
D̃ and DFq depend only on the fraction of accepted pa
ticles, independent how the selection was done, e.g., ac
tance cuts, random efficiency losses. If additional corre
tions are present the influence of acceptance cuts an
another sources of particles losses depends on the form
this correlations. From our simulations we learned that
measureDFq is significantly less dependent on trivial effec
than D̃ and that both measures are sensitive to frozen Q
fluctuations and to resonance decay kinematics. There
the predicted strong suppression of fluctuations caused
QGP creation could easily be observed with both measu
However, experimentally one measures fluctuations wh
are close to the fluctuations expected for a gas of indep
dent produced particles with superimposed global cha
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conservation. To extract physically important informatio
from these results, it is necessary to use measures which
as much as possible insensitive to trivial effects. Theref
we suggest to useDFq as a proper measure of charge flu
tuations. Using the ‘‘r’’-gas model we have shown that th
influence of resonance decay strongly depends on their
pidity distribution and on the acceptance window. Given t
typical widths of the rapidity distributions ofr ’s at CERN
SPS energies they can easily increase charge fluctua
from QGP values to values expected for independent par
production with global charge conservation. A further dev
opment of methods which allow us to distinguish vario
sources of charge fluctuations is obviously necessary.
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